Women’s Work Group Summary

I. Executive Summary

In January 2010, Carlton Hadden, Director of the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission’s (EEOC) Office of Federal Operations (OFO), commissioned a work group to identify the obstacles that remain in the federal workplace that hinder equal employment opportunities for women.

This women’s workgroup was created in furtherance of the EEOC’s overall mission to eradicate discrimination in both the federal sector and private sector workplace. EEOC’s OFO ensures equality of opportunity within the federal sector by implementing its regulatory and adjudicatory authority and through use of its oversight function.

This workgroup’s necessity is supported by current government-wide data. As just a small example, in 2011, women comprised 43.81% of the federal workforce.\(^1\) Despite this, preliminary data for 2011 shows that women only comprised 37.77% of GS-14 and GS-15 positions, and 30.03% of Senior Executive Service positions.\(^2\) Further, the average General Schedule and Related (GSR) grade for women was 9.6, more than one grade below the average grade level for men of 10.7.\(^3\)

Additionally, this workgroup is timely based on the EEOC’s Strategic Plan for Fiscal Years 2012-2016. The Strategic Plan establishes a framework to achieve the EEOC’s mission to stop and remedy unlawful employment discrimination and to promote equal opportunity in the workplace. With regard to the federal sector, the new Strategic Plan sets forth our objective to use education and outreach to prevent employment discrimination, deliver excellent service through effective systems, update technology, have a skilled and diverse workforce, and combat employment discrimination through strategic law enforcement.

In advancement of the mission of the Commission and OFO’s oversight responsibilities, between 2010 and 2012, the women’s workgroup engaged in a series of discussions with EEO officials, various affinity groups, and subject matter experts. The workgroup decided that it would be most efficient to hold these discussions in conjunction with a similar workgroup commissioned to identify obstacles for African Americans in the federal workplace.
In summation, the workgroup began the dialogue about obstacles facing women by engaging in a roundtable discussion with federal EEO Directors, who are responsible for the implementation of a continuing affirmative employment program to promote equal employment opportunity and to identify and eliminate discriminatory practices and policies. Next, the workgroup engaged in roundtable dialogue with federal Special Emphasis Program Managers, who are tasked with assisting Agencies in ensuring equal opportunity for specific protected classes that are underrepresented. Subsequently, the workgroup held roundtable discussions with various affinity groups, including Blacks in Government (BIG); Federally Employed Women (FEW); and the African American Federal Executives Association (AAFEA).

Additionally, the workgroup dialogued with non-federal interest and advocacy groups, including the Equal Justice Society, the Women’s Bar Association of the District of Columbia, Workplace Flexibility 2010, and the Equal Rights Center. Finally, we received input from academic expert Dr. Paula Caplan, who is the Voices of Diversity Project Director for the W.E.B. Dubois Institute at Harvard University and an author, noted research psychologist, and professor. We assured our dialogue partners that their contributions to this discussion would only be generally reported and not specifically attributed to any particular dialogue partner.

Our dialogue partners identified many obstacles to achieving equality for women in the federal workforce and provided recommendations for overcoming those obstacles. For the most part, the impediments identified below were independently and repeatedly identified by our dialogue partners as the most formidable obstacles to equal employment opportunities for women in the federal sector.

We note that while we are not issuing a traditional report with findings and conclusions of the EEOC, we are issuing this report to memorialize the obstacles and recommendations identified by our dialogue partners.

II. Challenges Identified by Dialogue Partners

**OBSTACLE 1:** Inflexible workplace policies create challenges for women in the federal workforce with caregiver obligations.

**Background:** Our dialogue partners reported that a major obstacle that applies to women more than any other EEO class is balancing work and
life issues (work/life balance). A prevalent work/life balance issue is caregiving obligations. Caregiving obligations often create conflicts with work for women, particularly in non-flexible work environments.

Widespread cultural and lifestyle changes in American society have led to an overall increase of women in the workplace over the last several decades, especially women with caregiving responsibilities. In the EEOC’s Caregiver Guidance (Guidance), the Commission noted “[t]he rise [of the number of women in the American workforce] has been most dramatic for mothers of young children, who are almost twice as likely to be employed today as were their counterparts 30 years ago.” The Guidance noted that the total number of hours per week married couples with minor children spent working also increased. In many families, particularly those with lower wage earners, it has become necessary for women to work. A recent Pew Research Center analysis of data from the U.S. Census Bureau revealed that a record 40% of all households with children under the age of 18 include mothers who are either the sole or primary source of income for the family. Despite a greater presence of women working outside of the home, “Women continue to be most families’ primary caregivers.”

In writing for the Supreme Court in 2003, Chief Justice Rehnquist stated that “the faultline between work and family [is] precisely where sex-based overgeneralization has been and remains strongest.” Sex-based stereotyping associated with caregiver responsibilities is not restricted to childcare and can be based on other forms of caregiving, such as for a sick parent, spouse or other relative. Our Guidance noted that women who have caregiving responsibilities “may be perceived as more committed to caregiving than to their jobs and as less competent than other workers, regardless of how their caregiving responsibilities actually impact their work.”

Further, our dialogue partners noted that women often face obstacles when returning to the workplace after leaving for a period of time for caretaking responsibilities. For example, because of caregiving responsibilities, women may have fewer years of work experience, may work fewer hours per year, are less likely to work a full-time schedule, and leave the labor force for longer periods of time. In 2009, 24 percent of employed women (age 20 and older) worked part time, whereas only 11 percent of men did so.

The Government Accountability Office (GAO) found that women may forego advancement or higher earnings in exchange for positions that offer
greater flexibility in managing work and family obligations. This information is significant because studies have found that when a woman returns to the workplace after a leave of absence, such as maternity leave, that period of leave has been estimated to result in a wage loss of 3-9% percent per year of absence compared to the individuals with continuous employment.

A recent PEW poll revealed telling societal attitudes about women successfully balancing work and caregiving responsibilities. The poll revealed that about three-quarters of adults (74%) said the increasing number of women working has made it harder for parents to raise children, and half said that it has made it harder for marriages to succeed. At the same time, two-thirds said it has made it easier for families to live comfortably.

Our dialogue partners stressed that the only way to ensure that women with caregiving responsibilities can successfully balance both their work and home-life responsibilities is the implementation of effective and flexible workplace policies geared towards allowing individuals to achieve a work/life balance.

**Issues Identified by Dialogue Partners:**

The dialogue partners reported that inflexible federal workplace policies create the following issues for women who have caregiving responsibilities:

- Inflexible workplace policies can result in women being unable to achieve a satisfactory work/life balance.
- Inflexible workplace policies negatively impact employee productivity, attendance, and morale.
- Inflexible workplace policies may thwart Agency recruitment and retention efforts of women, and as a result Agencies cannot retain a diverse, talented, and knowledgeable workforce.
- Employers may be less willing to have flexible workplace policies because of the gender-based assumption that women who have young children or may become pregnant in the future are not as dependable or as committed as their male counterparts.
- Women who work part-time or take advantage of flexible work
arrangements because of caregiving responsibilities are often considered less committed to their jobs than full-time employees with traditional work schedules.

- Leaves of absence due to caregiver responsibilities affect women’s accrual of specified training and experience needed for career advancement.

**Recommendations of Dialogue Partners**

The dialogue partners made the following recommendations to address inflexible workplace policies that affect women:

- Where practicable, Agencies should allow flexibility with regard to start and end times, job-sharing, telework, leave and benefits. Agencies should remain open to changing the way that federal employees work, including exploring the possibility of establishing satellite telework centers that would reduce commutes and enhance employees’ work-life balance.

- The Federal Women’s Program (FWP) Manager/Special Emphasis Program Manager at each Agency should sponsor events that feature discussions and presentations on caregiver responsibilities and gender-based assumptions.

- All managers and employees should be trained on telework, including the Agency’s policies and expectations of employees while they are teleworking.

- FWP Managers should work with Agency management to foster proactive measures to eradicate gender based caregiver bias in employment decisions.

- Parenting leave and other flexible work place policies should apply equally to men, which encourages gender neutral balancing of work and caregiving responsibilities.

- Agency leaders should ensure that those who avail themselves of workplace flexibilities are not penalized or stigmatized for doing so.
OBSTACLE 2: Higher level and management positions remain harder to obtain for women.

Background: Our dialogue partners reported that higher level and management positions remain harder to obtain for women. As we noted earlier, in preliminary data for 2011, women only comprised 37.77% of GS-14 and GS-15 positions, and 30.03% of Senior Executive Service positions. Additionally, the average GSR and related grade for women was 9.6, more than one grade below the average grade level for men of 10.7.

Many academics believe that the “glass ceiling” is to blame for hindering women’s progress in ascending the career ladder. The term “glass ceiling” describes “an invisible - but impenetrable - obstacle between women and the executive suite, preventing them from reaching the highest levels of the business world regardless of their accomplishments and merits.” In the federal sector, women have made great strides in their representation in the overall federal workforce. However, as the aforementioned statistics indicate, women comprise a less than expected percentage of higher level and management positions. As stated by Valerie Jarrett, the Senior Advisor to President Barack Obama and Chair of the White House Council on Women and Girls: “We have made a great deal of progress, but we still have a very long way to go.”

Most of our dialogue partners identified a lack of mentoring as a factor in many women’s inability to attain higher level and management positions in the federal sector. According to the Office of Personnel Management, “Mentoring is usually a formal or informal relationship between two people – a senior mentor (usually outside the protégé’s chain of supervision) and a junior protégé.”

The dialogue partners noted that most current managers and senior executives were groomed for their positions by mentors who steered and prepared them for career advancement. Our partners maintained that few management officials formally mentor any employees, and even fewer mentor women because managers and senior executives tend to groom employees for advancement who are most similar to themselves. Our partners stated that because most managers are not women, inequality is often reproduced and creates a profound disadvantage for women.
Our dialogue partners also noted that insufficient training is a significant impediment to women reaching higher level and management positions in the federal sector. Training provides planned, organized experiences that assist in the gaining or expansion of key competencies. Training for women not only builds needed competencies in order to achieve mission success and performance objectives, but also helps prepare women to take on new or expanded work duties and positions, including management positions. Our dialogue partners noted that they believe that inequalities in the federal sector will be replicated and exacerbated if women do not receive developmental training on an equal footing as men.

Our dialogue partners stated that the lack of developmental assignments for women is another impediment to women reaching higher level and management positions in the federal workforce. Developmental assignments are temporary projects assigned for the purpose of exposing employees to work duties and environments that will prepare them for promotional opportunities. Our dialogue partners maintained that, through assignments, managers often steered women into non-management tracks and traditional female positions, such as staff positions or human resources, research, or administrative positions rather than managerial or high level positions.

**Issues Identified by Dialogue Partners:**

The dialogue partners identified the following issues related to women’s difficulty in obtaining higher level and management positions:

- Women are less likely to be groomed for management positions because they are less likely to have mentoring relationships with individuals who are already in management positions.

- Women are less likely to be invited to networking opportunities and events, resulting in women not being privy to multidimensional professional and social relationships that may lead to promotional opportunities and vital career enhancement prospects.

- The lack of mentoring and networking opportunities result in women being less likely to receive important advice and insider information about how to obtain an upper level or management position.
• Women are not granted training and developmental assignments on equal footing as men, resulting in women being considered less qualified for upper level and management positions.

• Women are steered into non-management tracks and positions rather than managerial or high level positions.

• Women are not targeted in recruitment efforts for upper level and management positions, and selection panels often do not have a diverse representation of both women and men.

**Recommendations of Dialogue Partners:**

The dialogue partners made the following recommendations to address obstacles related to women obtaining higher level and management positions:

• Agencies should establish formal mentoring programs and monitor their effectiveness in increasing equal employment opportunities. Agencies should appoint mentoring Program Managers to oversee Agency mentoring activities and metrics should be developed to assess the success of mentorship programs and activities.

• Senior level officials, especially SES officials, should be expected to mentor subordinates, and mentoring should be gender neutral.

• Mentors and supervisors should work with employees to develop Individual Development Plans (IDPs) that identify helpful training opportunities and create a general roadmap for employees’ career advancement and fulfillment. Mentors and supervisors should specifically inquire into whether employees are interested in management and higher level positions.

• Mentors should be used to help employees acquire specific technical and leadership skills, to address succession planning needs, and to assist in adjusting socially to the workplace.

• Agencies should conduct a barrier analysis to determine what obstacles are impeding women from progressing past GS-12 or higher positions at their particular Agency. Additionally, Agencies should utilize Federal Women’s Program Managers to monitor and evaluate human resources policies, practices and procedures to ensure that they are not creating obstacles to women obtaining higher level and management positions.

• Agencies should sponsor periodic events that provide attendees
with educational opportunities on topics such as career planning, interviewing techniques, supervisory development, networking, and the process for applying for SES positions.

- Networking opportunities and events should be held during work hours in order to allow women with caregiving responsibilities to attend.

- Agencies should utilize selection panels that are diverse in gender, and should partner with women’s interest organizations to recruit for management and upper level positions.

**OBSTACLE 3:** Women are underrepresented in science, technology, engineering, and mathematics fields in the federal workforce.

**Background:** Our dialogue partners reported that women are less likely than men to work in federal science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) positions. In fiscal year 2012, women comprised the majority of federal employees working in the fields of personnel management and industrial relations, medical, hospital, dental, and public health, legal, social science, and accounting and budget. Conversely, women held significantly less STEM positions in the federal workforce. Specifically, women held only 31 percent of information technology positions, 32 percent of natural resources management and biological science positions, 28 percent of physical science positions, and 15 percent of engineering and architecture positions. This pattern is similar to the civilian workforce.

Our dialogue partners reported that because a STEM degree is required for many or most STEM federal sector positions, any gender disparities in STEM educational attainment will reverberate in federal sector employment. Women earn substantially fewer degrees in the rapidly growing and higher paying STEM fields of computer sciences, mathematics, statistics, physical sciences, earth sciences, and engineering. Specifically, from 2001 through 2010, women only received 18.4 percent of bachelor’s degrees in engineering, 43.1 percent of bachelor’s degrees in mathematics and statistics, 41.3 percent of bachelor’s degrees in physical sciences, 39.3 percent of bachelor’s degrees in earth, atmospheric and ocean sciences, and 18.2 percent of bachelor’s degrees in computer sciences. Similar patterns are reflected in the percentage of master’s and doctoral degrees in STEM fields awarded to women. The lower percentage of women receiving STEM degrees results in substantially fewer women than men available in the applicant pool to recruit to federal STEM positions, which presents a formidable challenge to efforts to increase
women’s representation in federal STEM occupations.

Additionally, dialogue partners expressed concern that even when women have STEM degrees, they are less likely to be hired, promoted, and supported than their male federal sector counterparts. We note that a recent Yale University study found that female scientists have a tougher time succeeding in the workplace than their male colleagues. Researchers reported that in rating applicants for a laboratory position, science faculty participants rated a male candidate as significantly more competent than a female candidate with an identical application. Additionally, participants were more likely to hire the male candidate than the female candidate, as well as assign him a higher starting salary and offer the male candidate more career mentoring. Notably, male and female participants were equally likely to exhibit bias against the female candidate, which the researchers concluded reflected unintentional biases that stem from widespread cultural stereotypes about women’s competence in science.

**Issues Identified by Dialogue Partners:**

The dialogue partners reported that the following issues are related to the underrepresentation of women in STEM positions in the federal government:

- Gender stereotypes and cultural norms portray STEM fields as inherently “male” fields and not suitable for women.

- Because fewer women are in STEM fields, many women employed therein experience isolation, a lack of support and mentorship, and hostility.

- The lower percentage of women with STEM degrees makes it difficult for Agencies to recruit qualified women to STEM positions.

- Women with STEM degrees are less likely than their male counterparts to work in a STEM occupation, and are more likely to work in non-STEM education or non-STEM healthcare positions.

- Women leave STEM fields at a higher rate than their male peers.
**Recommendations of Dialogue Partners:**

The dialogue partners made the following recommendations to address the underrepresentation of women in federal sector STEM positions:

- Agencies should consider awarding scholarships to undergraduate students pursuing STEM degrees.
- Agencies should provide STEM employees with a committed mentor or “career champion.”
- Agencies should partner with primary schools, secondary schools, colleges, and foundations to stimulate interest in STEM and to encourage students to pursue degrees in STEM.\(^{36}\)
- In Agencies where women are underrepresented in STEM positions, Agencies should establish a STEM Intern Program that encourages female students to apply for internship positions and utilizes existing hiring authority to retain these interns for permanent positions.
- Agencies should sponsor and host seminars and conferences that enable women scientists, engineers, mathematicians, and information technologists to network and dialogue with each other.
- Agencies should consider establishing intra-Agency networks that foster professional associations among women in STEM fields.
- Agency senior executives should sponsor and champion women’s STEM affinity groups, should notify the groups of job opportunities, and should respond to issues identified by the affinity groups.
- Agencies with STEM missions should partner with media to publicize STEM accomplishments. The publicity should highlight the major accomplishments of STEM employees, including women who have made noteworthy contributions, in a manner that encourages girls and women to pursue STEM educations and careers.
OBSTACLE 4: Women and men do not earn the same average salary in the federal government.

Background: Our dialogue partners noted that women in the federal workforce are not earning equal pay compared to men. The gender pay gap is the difference between men and women’s average annual salary. The gender pay gap specifically affects women, who continue to be paid less than similarly qualified and experienced men who have similar job duties.

The gender pay gap is a particularly substantial obstacle for women in the federal workforce because in the current financial crisis, federal employees are faced with increased financial challenges, stagnant federal wages, and furloughs. Additionally, more than 12 million American families rely primarily on women’s earnings. The District of Columbia, which houses a large portion of federal workers, has the highest share of “breadwinner mothers,” with 63.8 percent of mothers in working families bringing home at least half of their family’s earnings.

Despite the fact that women are now earning Bachelor’s and Master’s Degrees at a higher rate than men, men are still earning more money than women in similar positions. Studies show that in the federal workforce, the gender pay gap still exists, although it has declined and is not as significant as it currently is in the private sector. For example, a study conducted by the U.S. Government Accountability Office found that in the federal sector in 1988, women earned 72 cents for every dollar a Man earned (a 28 cent difference). In 1998, federal sector women earned 81 cents for every dollar a Man earned (a 19 cent difference). And in 2007, federal sector women earned 89 cents for every dollar a Man earned (an 11 cent difference). The study concluded that seven cents of the current gender gap cannot be accounted for by measurable factors and may be the result of discriminatory practices.

Our dialogue partners noted that African American women and Hispanic women earn even less than the average Woman. Studies have corroborated the dialogue partners’ observations, and have found that the gender pay gap is even worse for women who are also part of a minority racial or national origin group. For example, in the private sector, African American women earn only 64 cents for every dollar a Man earns, and Hispanic women earn only 55 cents for every dollar a Man earns. At this time, there is no comparable data available for the federal sector.
**Issues Identified by Dialogue Partners**

The dialogue partners reported the following issues related to the gender pay gap in the federal government:

- Subjective and sometimes discriminatory criteria are used to negotiate starting salaries for individuals who have similar qualifications.
- The gender pay gap gives women less financial security than men.
- The gender pay gap results in women receiving significantly less retirement benefits because the benefits are determined by income received.
- As women obtain promotions to higher level positions, the gender pay gap increases significantly. In other words, as grade levels increase the total dollar value of the pay gap increases.
- Because higher pay is often a motivating factor in pursuing higher level positions, the gender pay gap may dissuade women from pursuing these positions.
- It is difficult for women to pursue claims of unequal pay because the Equal Pay Act does not allow successful Complainants to obtain attorney’s fees and costs.

**Recommendations of Dialogue Partners:**

The dialogue partners made the following recommendations to address the gender pay gap in the federal government:

- More research, including data collection, should be done to capture how the equal pay gap affects women of different protected groups, including but not limited to race and national origin, in the federal workforce.
- There must be an analysis to determine what, if any, discriminatory practices are contributing to the current pay gap.
- Congress should consider changing the Equal Pay Act to allow successful Complainants to receive attorney’s fees and costs as relief.
• Agencies should perform more frequent objective and thorough desk audits to ensure that both women and men are making the same money for similar work.

• Agencies should ensure that objective and nondiscriminatory practices are used when determining an employee’s starting salary.

• The federal government should take on the role as the Model Employer and implement a strategy to eliminate the gender pay gap among federal employees.

**OBSTACLE 5:** Unconscious gender biases and stereotypical perceptions about women still play a significant role in employment decisions in the federal sector.

**Background:** Dialogue partners reported that discrimination towards women today tends to be more subtle and can often be directly attributable to unconscious gender bias. Unconscious bias is defined as “social behavior . . . driven by learned stereotypes that operate automatically – and therefore unconsciously — when we interact with other people.” Notably, unconscious bias was also reported to us as a major obstacle affecting other protected groups in the federal government.

Prejudiced actions are often the unconscious manifestation of mental processing and stereotypical associations, of which the prejudiced subject may be completely unaware. While individuals are generally unaware of their unconscious biases, there are tools available to help individuals understand the biases that motivate their everyday decision making. For instance, the Implicit Association Test (IAT) is a test that assesses bias by measuring the speed with which an individual associates a categorical status (such as women) with a given characteristic or description (such as good or bad).

Our dialogue partners noted that with regard to women, unconscious gender biases result in management viewing female applicants and current employees in predetermined ways. One dialogue partner noted that this is a particularly troubling issue in the recruitment and selection processes where hiring decisions are unknowingly based on whether a candidate has similar characteristics to the recruitment or selecting official. This phenomenon, referred to as the “Mini-Me Syndrome,” is problematic for females because
the majority of recruitment and selecting officials are male, and they are unaware that they are subconsciously filtering candidates based on their gender.53

**Issues Identified by Dialogue Partners**

The dialogue partners reported that unconscious gender bias creates the following issues for women in the federal government:

- There is a stereotypical perception that women should be in traditional female positions such as clerical, nursing, and teaching positions.

- Stereotypical assumptions about women result in a double standard: women are perceived as too aggressive if they behave in an ambitious manner, but are also perceived as too weak if they are communal and collaborative.

- Women are not considered, groomed, or selected for high level positions because of the stereotypical view (or unconscious bias) that those positions are considered non-traditional for women.

- There is a stereotypical assumption (or unconscious bias) that women who are in high level positions cannot successfully perform in those positions.

- Women have to work extra hard to “prove themselves” worthy of positions that are not viewed as traditional female positions.

- Individuals may not be aware that their decisions are motivated by bias because it is subconscious rather than intentional, and therefore they do not take steps to change their biased decision making.

- It is difficult to prove discrimination motivated by unconscious bias because it is not conducive to current legal analysis.

**Recommendations of Dialogue Partners:**

The dialogue partners made the following recommendations to address unconscious gender biases that affect women in the federal government:

- The Agency should conduct unconscious bias training for all employees so they can become aware of their unconscious biases towards women. This should include the encouragement of employees to utilize the Implicit Association Test and other similar tools to help
them recognize their own unconscious biases.

- All recruitment officials, selection panelists, and selection officials should receive comprehensive training on unconscious bias that will keep them attuned to the subtle and unconscious ways that gender bias can negatively affect the recruitment and selection process of women.

- Women Special Emphasis Program Managers should sponsor events that feature discussions and presentations on unconscious bias towards women. Such discussions may feature academic and social science researchers to educate employees on unconscious bias theory.

- Legal experts must analyze how unconscious bias can be evaluated as evidence of discrimination under Title VII and other federal antidiscrimination laws.

**OBSTACLE 6:** There is a perception that Agencies lack commitment to achieving equal opportunities for women in the federal workplace.

**Background:** Our dialogue partners reported that an obstacle for women in the federal workplace is that it appears that Agencies lack commitment to achieving equal opportunities for women in the workplace. As examples, the dialogue partners noted that EEO programs lack resources, particularly when compared to other Agency departments, and Agencies are not adequately held accountable when they do not comply with EEO regulations or have been found to have discriminated against an employee.

Our dialogue partners stated that Agencies’ EEO programs generally lack adequate resources, including funding, to effectively prevent and address discrimination against women and other groups. In a time of budget uncertainty, all federal Agencies are forced to choose which of their programs will lose funding. It is important that Agencies balance their budget obligations while ensuring that their EEO programs remain sufficiently funded. In accordance with the Commission’s Management Directive 715 (MD-715), Agencies must allocate sufficient resources to create and/or maintain EEO programs that identify and eliminate barriers that impair the ability of individuals to compete in the workplace because of their protected bases, establish and maintain training and education programs designed to provide maximum opportunity for all employees to advance, and ensure that...
unlawful discrimination in the workplace is promptly corrected and addressed.\textsuperscript{54} Our dialogue partners noted that when EEO programs are not adequately funded, it sends the message that EEO issues are not valued as important within the Agency.

The dialogue partners also reported that Agencies are not adequately held accountable when they do not comply with EEO regulations and management directives. As an example, the dialogue partners noted that Agencies frequently do not comply with the timeframes required by EEO regulations when completing EEO counseling, issuing an acknowledgment letter, completing an investigation, or issuing a final Agency decision. The dialogue partners noted that there are no real consequences for the Agency’s non-compliance with the timeframes. In contrast, if a Complainant does not comply with a timeframe, it will result in immediate dismissal of their complaint, hearing, or appeal. The dialogue partners noted that this double standard undermines the perception of neutrality in the EEO process and stymies the eradication of obstacles to equal employment opportunities for all groups, including women.

Many of our dialogue partners reported that their Agencies do not comply with the MD-715, in which we require that the Director of Equal Employment Opportunity be under the immediate supervision of the Agency head. Additionally, dialogue partners stated that a significant percentage of Agencies still fail to evaluate managers on EEO factors, which means that those managers are not sufficiently held accountable for their performance in EEO. These practices send the message that commitment to equal employment opportunity is not embraced by Agency leadership.

The dialogue partners also stated that when an Agency is found to have discriminated against an employee, the Agency is not adequately held accountable for the discrimination. The dialogue partners noted that when the Commission only orders Agencies to consider disciplining the responsible management officials, Agencies usually do not discipline responsible management officials. The dialogue partners stated that this unfair practice sends a strong message to employees that EEO is not a priority within the Agency and that discriminators can get away with their illegal conduct. Additionally, the dialogue partners reported that the Commission does not publicize findings of discrimination, and as a result, Agencies are not adequately deterred from changing their workplace practices to ensure that discrimination does not occur again. The dialogue partners noted that these
obstacles make it more difficult to effectively combat discrimination and eradicate impediments for women in the federal government.

**Issues Identified by Dialogue Partners**

The dialogue partners reported the following issues related to the perception that Agencies lack commitment to achieving equal opportunities for women in the federal workplace:

- If an Agency’s EEO program does not have sufficient funding, the EEO Director may not be able to ensure that Agency EEO action plans are implemented efficiently, and they may not be able to identify and eliminate barriers to equal employment for women and other protected groups.

- A lack of funding in an EEO program may result in a host of issues, including: a lack of EEO counselors readily available to speak with women who believe they have been discriminated against; a lack of analysts to conduct barrier analyses to identify barriers to equal opportunities for women; significant delays in processing times and an ineffective complaint processing system; a lack of an effective alternative dispute resolution process; a lack of compliance with EEOC orders; and a lack of training and outreach and related materials to employees about the EEO process and discrimination in the workplace.

- When Agencies are not held accountable for violations of timeframes within EEO regulations but Complainants are held strictly accountable to the timeframes within EEO regulations, it gives the appearance of an impartial and ineffective EEO process, which dissuades women from filing complaints.

- Agencies that are not held accountable for violations of time frames in the EEO regulations have no incentive to make their EEO program more effective and process matters in a more timely manner.

- When an Agency’s EEO Director does not report directly to the Agency head, it gives the perception that EEO matters are not taken seriously within the Agency.
When the Commission finds that an Agency has engaged in unlawful
discrimination and orders the Agency to consider disciplining the
responsible management officials, Agencies usually do not discipline
responsible management officials, which sends a strong message that
EEO is not a top priority for the federal government and
discriminators can get away with their conduct.

The Commission’s inability to directly order Agencies to discipline
managers who have been found to have engaged in unlawful
discrimination sends a message to Agencies, discriminators,
employees, and the public that the federal government does not take
discrimination seriously.

Recommendations of Dialogue Partners:

The dialogue partners made the following recommendations to address the
perception that Agencies lack commitment to achieving equal opportunities
for women in the federal workplace:

- All Agencies should ensure that their EEO programs are
adequately funded and have adequate resources, including
personnel, to ensure that their EEO programs are effective and are
able to eradicate obstacles for women and all protected groups in
the federal workplace.

- Agencies should show their commitment to achieving equal
opportunities in the workplace by evaluating managers, supervisors,
and senior executives in their annual performance appraisals in at
least one element that assesses their commitment to equal
employment opportunity principles and goals.

- Agencies should show their commitment to achieving equal
opportunities in the workplace by ensuring that awards, bonuses,
and promotions are contingent upon managements’ actions in EEO,
and Agencies should not grant proven discriminators awards,
promotions, outstanding performance evaluations, etc.

- Agencies should show their commitment to achieving equal
opportunities in the workplace by seriously considering demotion
and/or removal of managerial duties of management officials who
have been found to have engaged in unlawful discrimination or
have inadequately responded to harassment.

- The Commission should implement effective consequences for Agencies’ failure to comply with the requirements and time frames in EEO regulations, including in all aspects of the complaint process as well as the filing of MD-715 and 462 reports.

- The Commission should issue an Agency “EEO Scorecard” that evaluates Agencies’ EEO programs, inclusiveness, and accomplishments in various critical EEO elements, and it should be presented in a digestible, user-friendly manner that is available to the public.

- The Commission should publicize findings of discrimination and the results of program evaluations in the federal sector via press releases.

- The Commission should seek legal authority to order punishment for responsible management officials.

- The Commission should enter into a new agreement with the Office of Special Counsel (OSC) and explore ways to refer more cases in which Agencies have failed to comply with our orders or if a violation warrants prosecution by OSC.

### III. Conclusion: What We Learned

We have learned that while women have made enormous strides within the federal workforce, there are still significant obstacles to women’s attainment of equal employment opportunities in the federal government.

One observation is that many of the obstacles and issues documented in this report have also been reported to us by other protected groups as obstacles to their ability to achieve equal opportunities in the workplace. For example, the following obstacles and issues were also reported in our federal sector reports as obstacles for Hispanics, Asian American Pacific Islanders, individuals with disabilities, and/or African Americans: lack of sufficient training; lack of sufficient mentorship opportunities; lack of developmental assignments; underrepresentation in higher level positions; underrepresentation in STEM positions; lack of demonstrable commitment from Agency leaders; lack of management accountability for EEO in
performance appraisals and award criteria; lack of effective Agency accountability for violations of EEO regulations and findings of discrimination; and unconscious biases that influence personnel decisions.

It is also interesting to note the obstacles that were unique to women in the federal workforce. For example, our dialogue partners reported that inflexible workplace policies especially make it difficult for women to balance their work responsibilities with their caregiving responsibilities. Additionally, while the pay gap is not as significant as it is in the private sector, women typically make less money than men in the federal government. Further, our dialogue partners reported that stereotypes continue to exist about what positions and roles are considered “traditional” female roles, and those stereotypes influence women’s abilities to move beyond those positions within the federal government.

We have learned that further research is necessary to determine what actions can be taken to address the obstacles. For example, a study should be conducted to determine exactly why women are not equally represented in higher level and management positions. Possible analyses in the study could be whether women are not selected for these positions because of discrimination based on sex, or are women not applying for those positions because, for example, of a lack workplace flexibility. Additionally, a statistical study should be conducted to identify the reasons for the wage gap between men and women in the federal government. In a May 10, 2013 memorandum to the heads of executive departments and agencies, the President ordered analyses, proposed guidance, and recommendations for advancing pay equality in the federal government. Additional and ongoing research such as this will help us determine the measures that need to be taken to ensure that the federal government is the model workplace with regard to equal opportunities for women.

Additionally, the Office of Federal Operations should take steps to further cultivate our relationships with the dialogue partners that communicated with this workgroup, as they will continue to be a great source of a wealth of information and insight into the obstacles that face women in the federal workplace. Finally, Agency officials should champion equal opportunities for women in the federal workforce. The ultimate responsibility rests with Agencies to take seriously the obstacles and issues identified by our dialogue partners, and to make it a priority to adopt the dialogue partners’ recommendations contained in this report.
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